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In this era of economic challenges corporate leadership struggles to do more with less, while
maintaining the delicate balance between employee productivity and employee satisfaction. The
focus of this research paper is to determine the degree to which employee job satisfaction truly
impacts employee productivity. Can it really be as simple as to increase employee satisfaction i1
order to get them to produce more? The study further examines satisfaction and proiductivity
measurements for a department

within a healthcare administration deparlment. While

a limited

sample size, the department's survey results are compared to the literature review relative to top
satisfaction drivers of good communication anci rewarding work. Recommendations are then

identified to improve employee satisfaction ancl productivity r,vhich could be appropriate for any
industry.
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Employee satisfacrion and Employee productivity:

Finding the Link

Logically, everyone can understand the benefit of having a happy workplace, and the idea
that

job satisfaction and

a happy workplace are good things that make obvious sense.

Marilyn

Carlson Nelson, fotmer CEO of Carlson Companies, understands the inrportance of a positive

work environment and the effect it has on employee's work. Carlson aspires to have the number
one hospitality company by 2015, She acknowledges that this

will not be possible without

creating a great place for people to work (Brown, 2013). Job satisfaction implies doing a job one
enjoys, doing it well, and being suitably rewarded for one's efforts. Job satisfaction fur1her

impiies enthusiasm and happiness with one's work. lndeed, many CEO's believe that one of the
most crucial elements to a productive and profitable business is creating a company culrure

of

employee satisfaction.

In a recent period of slow economic growth, in addition to employee satisfaction,
organizations have given llew importance to proiductivity measures. Over the last few decades,

productivity interest has taken various forms. At the macro level, productivity has been a guide
for policy makers in determining things such as wage policies. At the corporate level,

productivity has been used as a measure of employee perfomnance. Technology has also played
an impoftant role in increasing productivity. Productivity is relevant to any kind of organization.

The most successful cornpanies not only measure productivity, but they manage it by
understanding and managing change and by having the ability to adapt quickly to the constantly

2

changing environment. The principle resource in iurproving productivity is employees.

Motivation is basic to all human behavior, thus the degree to which employees are motivated will
irnpact their overall productivity and this
t

"will to do" is affected

by job satisfaction (Prokopenko,

e87)
In today's competitive corporate environment companies must maximize their human

resources, yet find the delicate balance between productivity and employee satisfaction in an

efforl to retain their best employees. The focus of this research paper is to determine the degree
to which employee job satisfaction truly irnpacts employee productivity. Can it really be as
simple as to increase employee satisfaction in order to get them to produce more? While this
seems an intuitive concept,

if it was this simple, all companies would

be successful. Through

Iiterature review and a survey conducted to a department of workers at an insurance company,

this

re

search attempts to detetmine whether

job satisfaction leads to maximum productivity

levels.

Definitions
Experts define ernployee satisfaction in differing ways. Authors Milo and Sindell (2009)
describe workplace satisfaction as "a place where you gain a sense of achievement and alignment
between who you are and what you do"

(p.vii). Similarly, T. Stanley (2013)

asserts that

job

satisfaction is a person's attitude toward their job. The author contends that employees with high
levels of .Job satisfaction are positive about their workplace. He believes high job satisfaction
leads to high productivity, low absenteeisrn, low tumover, and low rates of major employee

health setbacks like heart disease and strokes. In addition, employees who are happy with their
.lobs contribute in a tnore positive way toward society.

1

J

Weiss (2002) describes satisfaction as a pleasurable emotional state

resultilg f1orn

the

appraisal of one's-1ob, affbctive reaction to one's job, and an attitude towards one's.1ob.

Like the many definitions of employee satisfaction, there are diff-ering opinions of what
attributes contribute to ernployee satisfaction. Buchelle's (2011) model clescribes what a great
place to work looks like. He identified five dimensions believed to contribute to ensuring
employees are satisfied: credibility, respect, fairness, pride, and camaraderie. It is these
dimensions, the authors believe, that place companies on the esteemed Forttrne

si

00 Best

Companies to Work For list.

When organizations get employees involved in the decision-making process this also
promote a happier and more productive employee. [n addition, the value and significance

car-r

of

employee recognition has a positive impact on employee satisfaction while being inexpensive
to

implement (Weiss, 2006).
The role of productivity in an organization's performance is of fuldameptal importance

to the US econorny. Similar to the myriad of definitions of employee satisfaction, there are
ma,y
definitions of productivity- Cobert & Wilson (2002) coauthored an article comparing 50 years
of
labor productivity in U.S. and foreign manufacturing. Productivity was defined as "the value
of
real manufacturing output produced per hour of labor input,, (p

5I

) Tlre

All Business Diction ary

defines productivity as a measured relationship of the quantity and quality of units produced
and
the labor per unit of tirr"re (2013). For example, an increase in productivity is achieved through
an
increase in production per unit of labor over time. For the purpose of this research.
I

rvill focus

on individual employee productivity. On an individual scale, physical productivity depe,ds
on

4

the

difficulty of the task, the skills of the worker, and the learning curve (the lumber of times

helshe already performed the task and how he/she was guide cl by good teachers). For example,

think of anunskilled individual assembling an IKEA piece of furnirure for the first time. He or
she

will

be looking to avoid mistakes more than optimizing the time to work.

a second piece, he/she

will

be much more productive (i.e.

wili

If he/she purchased

need less time to assemble it).

After a few pieces assembled, the productivity will level off with no further significant
improvement.

As the definitions of employee satisfaction and productivity indicate, organizations
reahze the importance of both to the corporation's bottom line. Seemingly, the

link between the

two concepts is obvious....make employees happy so they produce more . The answer seems
obvious, yet organizations continue to struggle with creating a working environment that

maximizes productivity. Secondarily, if productivity increases when employee satisfaction
increases, is the reverse true? In other words,

If this were true, there

if

an employee is unhappy, do they stop producing?

perhaps would be many employees in discipline or terminated due to

performance issues. This study attempts to determine whether employee satisfaction actually
drives productivity. The answer to this question not only

will

assist organizations in development

of employee productivity measures, but will also assist in overall rnanagement decisions such
allowing flexible work schedules, communication strategies, and other matters that impact
employee satisfacti on.

as
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Literature Review
ln response to [he pressure of increasingly competitive markets, many organrzations are
actively seeking ways to do more with less. To accornplish this, organizations tend to focus on

optimizing service, but tend to ignore the impact of employee attinrdes, such

as

job satisfaction.

If truly employee attitudes regardirgJob satisfaction have a positive impact on operational
performance, why aren't more corporations focusing their attention on this important aspect of
employee engagement?

To explore the question of whether employee satisfaction drives productivity, the focus
of the literature will be two-fold. First, I will look to the literature to determine whether there are
specific satisfaction drivers that influence employee attifudes regarding their work and that are
indicators for employee productivity. Second, in addition to the literafure review, I witl look to
explore models that are psychological in nature to help understand whether individual

personality make up, including things such as personality traits, can predict worker productivity.
Psychological models and measurements as an indicator of employee satisfaction
To help understand what satisfaction drivers may impact productivity, Goffee (2013)
describes the rnost successful organization as one that operates at its fuIlest potential by allowing

people to do their best work. In order for an organtzation to create the most productive work

environment, the authors describe a company in which employee differences are nurtured
information is not suppressed or spun by leadership, the organization stands for something
meaningful, the worl< is rewardiug, and there are no "stupid" rules. The article further indicates
that employees who feeJ welcome to express their authentic selves at work exhibit higher levels

6

of organizational commitment, individual performance, and propensity to help others. The article
indicates specific rules to assist organvational leaders to carefully balance competing interests
and to rethink how they allocate their time and attention. The leaders who can best

follow these

principles, will have a more productive and successful organization.
The Department of Logistics fiom the Hong Kong Polytechnic lJniversity published

a

studyin2006 in which the impactof employee satisfaction on operational perfonnance in high
contact service industries was analyzed. The shrdy identified small service shops found in

twelve main shopping areas in Hong Kong. Survey packets were developed; one packet for shop
owners, and one packet for the service employees. To improve the response rate, surveys were
hand delivered and were picked up by a person from the survey team. A total of 651
questionnaires from 223 shops were obtained from the study. Respondents were asked to rate
eaclr item on a seven point Likert scaled using " 1" as totally disagree and

"7"

as

totally agree.

The results indicated that satisfaction is an important consideration for operation managers to
boost productivity. The study found that employee attitudes such as satisfaction, loyalty, and
organrzational commitment have a positive impact on overall corporate success (Yee, 2006).
Understanding what drives employee satisfaction was a question FoodBrand LLC's CEO
grappled with in 2005. The California based food court management company completed a study

in an attempt to keep seasoned workers. The results of the study showed that happy employees
were also the most productive employees. The organization determined that they needed to
create a work environtnent that promoted employee satisfaction, which in turn would produce

more productive workers, happier customers, and increase profits. In addition, the survey

1

concluded that employee pride was a stronger factor than wages when it came to.lob satisfaction.
Other factors that rar-rked high in the survey for satisfaction were positive working relationships

with coworkers, enJoying the work that they do, and ability to participate in the decision making
process (Ber1a, 2005).

Additional satisfaction initiatives can be implernented in an effort to reduce turnover and
increase satisfaction. Atchison (2003) believes that it is employee pride that drives these factors.
He writes that there are three myths that organizations tend to believe that need to be dispelled.
The first myth is that people are motivated by money. The assumption is that if you pay higher
salaries, employee morale is high. A study conducted by Hay & Associates in 1999 researched
500,000 employees in 300 locations and discovered thel0 reasons people stay with an employer.
Pay and benefits ranked number 10. Money only masks an organization's real issues in the work

environment. The second myth is that a one-size-fits-all reward and recognition program
motivates staff. The organization must ward against "entitlement" compensation, but rather, pay

for exceeding expectations. Organizations must also create ways to assess workplace issues that
foster pride, loyalty, and respect, and those issues that are barriers to them. The third myth is that
there is only one kind of employee satisfaction called egocentric satisfaction. This satisfaction

measurement only measlrres results when individuals receive a positive consequence that they

think tlrey deserved. This satisfaction is short-lived because the individuals think they were owed
the consequence. Ratlier the author contends that "other-centered" satisfaction should be
prornoted in the workplace. This satisfaction results from the sense of achievement, prideful

work, and a feeling that he or she has earned the consequence. Examples of "other-centered"

8

satisfaction include management addressing staff concerrrs, being visibie and approachable to
staff, and supporting growth and developrnent for staff.
The previous studies indicate that there is a correlation between employee satisfaction
and ernployee productivity. But what drives employee satisfaction? Researchers have long been

trying to answer this question. There are rnodels and theories of

a

psychological nature comrrron

in the review of literature related to employee satisfaction. Psychologists Howard Weiss and
Russell Cropanzano (1996) developed the Affective Events model identifying the link between
employees' iuternal influences, such as emotions, and job satisfaction. The theory proposes that

positive and negative emotional incidents at work have a significant psychological impact on
workers' job performance and overall satisfaction.
Other psychologists tried to identify what effect various traits in personality had on
satisfaction in the workplace. Digman (1990) enhanced previous studies, and developed to a
higher level, the Five Factor Model. This model indicates that there are five facets of personality,
that when measured, can indicate the outcome of experiences at

work.

These five factors are

conscientiousness, agreeableness, neuroticism, openness to experience, and extraversion. This

model also indicates the employees' mood and emotions influence job performance and;ob

satisfaction. Negative events at work tend to cause a negative mood in employees, resultirrg in
negative work behaviors such as low productivity and absenteeism. Employee emotions,

particularly against poor coworker perforunance, have a strong influence on employee behavior.
Another well-known job satisfaction theory is the Dispositional 'fheory. Dispositional
Theory believes that healthy people are conscior-rsly motivated, maintain healthy relationships,

I
and relate realisticallyto theirenvironment.

Allport, a leadingtheorist in t5e developmelt of

the

Dispositional Theory, describes personality traits or riispositions, as the fundamental structure of

individual personality. Allport considers insight and humor inirerent in human narure. He holds
an optimistic view of hurnan uature and believes destiny and personality traits are cletermined
by
the choices we continue to

make. The theory

suggests that people have an intrinsic nature that

causes them to have tendencies toward a certain level

of satisfaction, regardless of one's job.

This approach became a notable explanation ofjob satisfaction in light of evidence that job
satisfaction terrds to be stable over time and across careers and jobs

(Allport,lg1l).

A theorist who tried to determine what motivated individual behavior was Abraham
Maslow. He began his studies over seventy years ago, yet his hierarchy of needs model is still
srudied today- His early model identified five motivational needs starting with basic needs.
Basic needs include items such as food, air, and water. The next level of need is related to
safety.
These needs include items such as security, laws, and protection of the elements. Social
needs
are the next level up the pyramid and include items such as family and affection.
E,steem needs
are the next highest level and include self-esteem, prestige, and independence.
Finall

y, atthe top

of the pyramid is self-actualization. In the final level one realizes self-fulfillment and personal
potential- Maslow concluded that behavior is always motivated, and it is typically
biologically,

culturally, or sifuationally motivated (Maslow , lg43).

Mcleod, cited Maslow's early works in explaining Maslow's addition of cognitive

and

aesthetic needs to the pyramid bef-ore self-actualization can be achieved. Some of
the behaviors

of the "self-actualized" individual are behaviors important to the workplace. For

10

example, taking responsibility, honesty, and not being afraid to try new things are all traits of

Maslow's self-actualized itrdividual that are traits that would achieve job satisfaction (Mcleod,
2001)

In the 1950's Frederick Herzberg developed a motivational theory that is still relevant
today. His theory contends that there are two dimensions to job satisfaction: motivation and
hygiene. Hygiene issues cannot motivate employees but can minimize dissatisfaction unless they
are missing or mishandled. Hyglene topics, Herzberg contended, are things such as company

policies, superuision, salary, intetpersonal relations, and working conditions. Motivators, on the
other hand, create satisfaction by meeting individuals' needs for meaning and personal growth.

They are issues such as achievement, recognition, the work itself, and responsibility and
advancement- The Herberg model starts first to insure that the hygiene items are met by creating
an environment,

including company policies, salary strucfure, and working conditions, which

insures ultimate success for employees. Herzberg developed a series of questions and an

organization self-assessment to evaluate an organ ization's performance in the areaof-yob
satisfaction and identify where additional attention is needed to create job satisfaction for
employees (Herzberg, I 993).

Employee Satisfaction as an [ndicator of Productivity Measurements

While employee satisfaction drivers are difllcult to measure without acfual input from
employees, productivity measurements are another matter. They require organtzations to set
goals which are measured bascd on a set of precletemrined standards. The most successful
businesses provide written guidelincs to their ernployces, both an employee's individual goals

1l
and also division, regional, or corporate goals. These are typically very specific input/output

measures. It increases productivity if the employees have a voice in determining the standards,
and buy in to the measurement process. To increase employee productivity, the employee must
also have sufficient tools to do the;ob. Finally, a good comrnunication strategy is necessary for
the employee to understand the goals, measurements, changes to process, and how the individr-ral
and department measures against stated goals (Weiss,

Z}Aq.

As an example of an orgafirzation's attempt to increase productivity, a case sfudy was
conducted by Rodbcc (2003), a copper rod manufacfuring company with offices in Canada and
France. From

l99l

through 2000 the organization had invested over $15 million to expancl the

capacity in the Canadian plant, and invested an addition investment to retrain rod mill operators.

Yet, with all of the investments, production rates remaine d at 7 4.2o/o, the same as rates prior to
the significant investments. (Productivity is defined by Rodbec as the ratio of productive hours

over available hours of production. lndustry average :80%). The company's France operation
had no additional investments, yet consistently performed at over the industry average; so the

corporation set out to find out why. In an effort to understand the productivity differences,

a

survey was conducted to measure employee satisfaction and to determine the correlation between
employee satisfaction and productivity. First, an analysis was completed regarding the
demographics and working environments of the two locations. From the analysis, the followipg
hypothesis were created as fbllows, 1) Lowproductivityis a directresult of low job satisfaction
and low rnotivation, 2) Low productivity is a direct resuit of poor communication between

management, supervisory, atrd employee levels, 3) Low productivity is a direct result of poor

eus*qflgeftflgffiffifl,
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corporate citizenship and low attachment to the organization, and 4) Low prodr-rctivity is a direct

result of undefined new corporate culture and isolation of the Canadian plant from the French
head office.

.

To test the hypothesis the organization conducted a survey cor-rsisting of 63 questions that

conelated back to the four hypotheses. Each question had 5 responses from very positive to very
negative. A mix of production workers and supervisors were selected for a total of l9 employees
)

and I6 supervisors responding to the survey. Comments were also recorded. Based on the survey
results, it was concluded that the employees had high job satisfaction not because of the job per
se, but because

of flexible work days/hours, and a good salary. It was detennined that the

productivity of the workers could be improved by increasing Job satisfactions. In contrast, this
was not the case at the supervisory and management levels. The management employees valued
the work itself because of the autonomy and challenge the job offered, yet they felt under
compensated for their effbrts. Information sharing/communication by the workers was the

lowest score, indicating that employees attributed communication in their overalljob satisfaction
criteria. The study fbund a direct correlation between average job satisfaction and low

productivity. There was also a direct correlation between low productivity and poor
communicatiorr between management and staff. These findings matched hypothesis number two,
so tlre orgauzation concluded that to improve productivity they needecl to increase employee

involvement and communicati on.

Like most cotnpanies in the healthcare industry, Johnson & Jol-rnson Pharmaceutical
Research

& Development, L.L.C. (J&JPRD)

faces the commensurate challenges of growing its

t3
business in a competitive industry. The organization determined that even in prosperous times,

meeting production demands in a cornpetitive industry can challenge any well-managed
organization. To address their concerns,l&JPRD's Global Organizational Development team
reviewed the annual employee surveys conducted in years 2005-2007 and determined a decrease

in rating for 3 critical categories;job satisfaction, valuing people, and collaboration and trust.
From this information, the organization conducted additional internal research and concluded
that employee engagement was necessaty to achieve business results related to productivity and
new product development. The survey conducted by J&JPRD included 50,000 employees

in2l

countries. This survey concluded that employee engagement was the # 1 employee issue. With
this knowledge a business strategy was created to assist company superuisors and managers how
to better engage the workforce. The survey definition of employee engagement was "the degree
to which employees are satisfied with their jobs, feel valued and experience collaboration and

trust" (Catteeuw, et al., p.153). The study concluded that engaged employees stay with the
company longer, and continually find smarter, more effective ways to add value to the
organizations. From these findings the organization developed and implemented a global
employee engagement model and strategy. The model incorporated the roles of managers in
order to boost employee engagement by doing the following: 1) connecting employees with the
organization by providing information about the company direction and how the employee's

effort contributes to the success of the organization, and 2) guiding employee's workand
perfbnnance by providin g fair and accurate feedback and help employees finfl solutions to job

14

challenges. The overall strategy focuses on creating a culrure that motivates ernployees wanting
to do their best work, and leaders making a two-way connection with direct reports on a daily
basis (Catteeuw et aL.,20A7).

Another study addressing productivity was conducted in Finland. This study combined
the data from the European Community Household Panel (ECHP), composed of a separate

personnel file and a separate household file, with the register-based employer-employee data
maintained by Statistics Finland. This combination made it possible to calculate productivity for
companies who participated in surveys from both the ECHP and Statistics Finland. Models for

productivity were then estimated using the measure of average.;ob satisfaction in the company
the main explaining variable. The data used sparured a period

of

1996-200

as

i. A standardized

questionnaire was developed that contains annual interviews of a representative panel

of

households and individuals in each European Union country. Answers to questions on job
satisfaction were measured on an ordinal 6 point Likert scale from 'not satisfied' to 'fully

satisfied'. A higher value on this scale means that a person currently feels more satisfied. The
ECHP was used to calculate the average job satisfaction level for each establishment. The ECHP
data was matched to Finnish Longirudinal Employer-Employee data. This was possible because

all data sets used contained the same unique identifiers for persons and establishments. Finally,
three different measures of productivity were used as the dependent variables in the study. The

primary productivity measure is value added per hours worked in the plant. To calculate total
factor productivity for the plants, industry level information was used. Tire correlation

coefficient between total factor productivity and value added per hours worked is .47 in
tnauufacturing. Tumover pcr employee was also measured. This measure was taken from the
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Busiuess Register of Statistics Finland. The correlation coefficient between furnover per

ernployee and value added per hours worked was .5tJ in the manufachrring sector. The study
revealed that a one point increase in the average level ofjob satisfaction in the plant increases the

level of value added per hours worked by approximately 5o/, in the manufacfuring sector, other
things being equal. This is a moderate effect, and arguably indicates how challenging it is for

a

manufacfuring plant to increase the "average" level of employee job satisfaction by one point
(say from 4 to 5) on a 1-6 scale because there is a rather strong concentration toward the higher
end of the satisfaction scale. Overall the study revealed that

job satisfaction is statistically

significant in determining total productivity in the manufacturing sector (Bockerman,20l0).
The research reviewed spans various industries. Yet taken collectively, whether
measuring productivity or employee satisfaction or both, the majority of the research indicates
that employee satisfaction has a positive relationship on employee productivity. Many of the
surveys indicate specific attributes, such as positive working relationships, as drivers

of

satisfaction and productivity. In combining the literature specific to satisfaction and productivity,
the results can be summarized into two common attributes of satisfaction that drive productivity;

good communication and rewarding work.

Additional analysis was conducted around these two attributes. Three specific articles
cited in the literature review indicated that good communication was essential to increase

productivity. Good communication was narrred in the Goffee (2013) afticle. The article indicated
that it is important that information is not suppressed or spurl by management, and that
employees are free to express thernselves authentically. Simitarly Johnson & Johnson (2007)
also named comntunication as an important aspect of employee satisfaction that can drive

l6
productivity. Significaut research

r.r,as

conducted that involved 50,000 employees in 57 countries.

The study concluded that engaged, satisfied employees stay with the company longer, and
communication was a driver to overall ernployee satistaction. As a result of the study, Johnson &
Johnson found that these satisfied employees continually found ways to add value to the
oygantzation during the course of their ernployment. The final srudy citing good communication
as a necessary strategy was an article by Weiss (1996) stating ways to increase productivity.

This indicates that good communication is as important to employee satisfaction as it is to
productivity.
Rewarding work is the second of the commorl attributes of satisfaction that drive

productivity. The Rodbec (2005) article cited that the individuals perform best when doing work
that they enjoy. This seems an infuitive concept, yet many employees are performing jobs that
they do not enjoy and would be more productive if performing a function closer aligned to their
preferences. The literature also indicated that the management responses in tire Robec case study

indicated that this group valued the work itself because it offered autonomy and they found the

work challenging. Similarly FoodBrand (2005) also came to the conclusion, after an employee
survey, that employees ranked very high the importance of enjoying the work that they do when
describing worker satisfaction.

A good salary is one attribute tliat the literature found inconclusive relativc to its
importance and impact on satisfaction and productivity. Herzberg (1993) classifies salary as a
hygiene dirnension in his analysis ofjob satisfaction. He contends that the items such as salary,
cotnpany policies, and working conditions cannot motivate employees, but can be dissatisfiers

if

handled inappropriately. Similarly the study conducted by Hay and Associates (2003) concluded

tl
that pay and bene hts ranked at the bottom of the satisfaction indicator ranking. This study
contends that money only masks an organization's real issues in the work environments.

The Robec sludy contradicts Herzberg and the Hay and Associates study. The Robec
srudy indicated that salary was important to hourly workers, but not listed fbr salaried workers.

This could mean that for individual employees making less than management salary, find salary
a more

effective satisfaction indicator. Even if this was true, however, the conclusion as to

r,vhether salary is a satisfaction indicator that drives productivity is inconclusive.

My Research
I am currently employed at a health and dental subsidiary of one of the largest insurance
organizations in the nation. I manage a staff of thirteen employees who are responsible for
credentialing and recredentialing dentists throughout the nation. I have held my current position

for i 2

years. Over the course of the 12 years I have had employees who struggle with

performance issues. A common difficulty for employees is to frnd the balance between quantity

of work and their work quality. My area is considered a "production" atea. Thus the productivity
expectation is to complete files within a 5 day timeframe unless there are extenuating
circumstance s, and to maintain a minimum of a gAo/o accuracy score. To meet position

requirements a credentialing employee reporting to me should complete B0-100 files per week or

approximately 5,000 arurually.

To further my research and to test whether the employees reporting to me would have
satisfaction and productivity results similar to those in the literature review, I created a surve y
that includcd satislaction questions (Appendix l). The survey also asked participants to indicate

iB

their productivity score from their 2012 performance review. The survey uses a Likert scale
ranging from Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree and each of these categories was given
ranking numbers from 1-5. A (1) was assigned to "strongly disagree", a(2) to "disagree", and so
on. Productivity scores irr the employee reviews also were rated on a (i-5) scale with a (1)

indicating "needs improvement", (2) indicating "rnixed results" meaning that sorne perfotmance
meets expectations and some needs improvement, (3) indicating "meeting expectations", (4)

indicating "exceeds expectations" and a score of (5) indicating that performance element is
"among the best". To cornplete the survey, n-ry thirteen direct repofts were sent an email with the
suruey attached along with instructions to return anonymously in a confidential envelope through
the company

mail. Employees were instructed that the surveys were not mandatory,

and that

participation was strictly voluntary. Participants were given one week to complete the surveys.
Of the thirteen surveys submitted, eleven were rerumed (Appendix 1) or B5%. Of the

11

returned, one survey was not counted, as a productivity score was not given. A total of ten
returned surveys were used in the analysis for this study, or l7o/o of the original sample.
Consistent with employee review measurements for productivity, rcfurned surveys with

a

productivity score of less than 3 were unsatisfactory or not productive. A score of 3 represents
acceptable standard work production. Any score above a 3 reprcsents above standard production.

Satisfaction scores were determined for each survey by the score indicated ( 1-5) for each
question. Upon review of the answers to the questions it became apparcnt that question number

22 was written in the negative, meaning a low score would be expected, while all other questions
were written in the positive. Thus, question number 72 was eliminatcd liom thc scoring on all of
the surveys. Therefore, to derive at an average, the total scores were divided by 23, the total

l9
number of questions used for tire surve y. Similar to the productivity scores, an average
satisfaction score of Iess than 3.0 indicates low satisfaction, an average score of 3 indicates
acceptable satisfaction, and an average score higher than 3 was determined to be highly satisfied.

Survey Results

Of the ten surveys, seven surveys had both satisfaction scores of 3 or higher along with
productivity scores of 3 or higher. This indicates thatl0o/o of the survey group was satisfied to
highly satisfied, while having a production score of successful to highly successful.
Three of the surveys had a productivity score of less than

3. Of the three,

one had

a

unique circumstance in that it had a 2.85 productivity score but a 3.96 satisfaction score, which
indicates a satisfied worker with low productivity. The remaining two indicated both low

productivity and low satisf-action scores.

A closer analysis was completed for the seven surveys with satisfaction
scores of 3 or higher. This group's scores indicate that

and productivity

job satisfaction and productivity

are

correlated. Of the satisfied and productive employees, analysis was done to determine if there
was a common indicator among the most satisfied and productive employees. To conduct this

analysis, the two surveys having the highest productivity and highest satisfaction scores were
reviewed to determine if there were similarities in satisfaction scores by reviewing each que stion.

Common high marks were found in the areas of personal job satisfaction, and having a positive
relationship with the supervisor. Supervisor satisfaction sutvey questions included those related
to performance feedback, job flexibility, and being treated with respect within the organization.
Of the remaining threc, two hacl productivity scores and satisfaction scores of under

"3". This would indicate that the individuals are both lorv producers and urilrappy. The final
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survey is a unique circumstance in that the survey indicated a low productivity score (2.85) but

a

high (3.95) satisfaction score.
Consistent with the literafure review, additional analysis was completed using the
employee surveys r-rsing the two corrmon satisfaction drivers in the literature review; good

commllnication and rewarding work. The first satisfaction driver, good communication, relates to
questions 4,9,and 15 respectively in the survey. Survey results for these questions indicate a
score average of 3.2,3.5, and 3.4 respectively. The second satisfaction driver analyzed was

related to the employees finding their work rewarding. This concept correlates to questions 3 and
7 respectively on the employee survey. The average score for question 3 was a 3.8 indicating
that almost all respondents agree that they find their work rewarding.

Overall, the research shows a distinct correlation between high satisfaction and employee

productivity. Looking at the group as awhole, the satisfaction average is 3.32 and

the

productivity score average is 3.31 which indicates thatoverall employees are slightlyabove
average in meeting productivity measurement and marginally happy. However, one area that

should perhaps have been considerecl in the survey questions was to determine the length of time
an employee had been in their position at the time of the survey. This could perhaps be the

circumstance with one survey that indicated a low productivity score (2.85) but a high (3-96)
satisfaction score. These scores may indicate that the employee was still learning the job

functions, but was overall satisfied in thcir position and the company.
Common high marks were founri in the surveys related to personaljob satisfaction, which
inclr-rded questions related to performance feedback,

job flexibility, and being treated with

2l
respect within the

organization. These attributes are similar and consistent with research such

as

Hezberg' research previously cited in whicli he determined that things such as company policies,
salary struclure, and working conditions should be adequate to insure ultimate success for
ernployees.

Applying the Research: Short Term Goals
When setting out on this research, the goal was to gain insights to better manage my staff.

As the manager of this group, I have the opporfunity to increase the satisfaction driver related to
communication. First, while a semi-annual and annual review is given to each employee, the
survey results indicate that more communication is needed related to individual performance. To
address this I

will

be offering to meet quarterly with the individuals to discuss and give

performance feedback. To better communicate to direct reports on overall corporate

communication, I will add an agenda item of "corporate communication" to the staff meeting
treld weekly. During this time I

will review any new corporate information, new projccts, etc. as

I have it.
The second satisfaction driver analyzed was related to the employees finding their work

rewarding. From a management perspective this number should be higher. Consistent with the
literature review regarding the importance of good communication, the score indicates that I
need to do a better

job of communicating back to the group the significance of their

accomplishments to the success of the orgattzation. To do this, I will bring to the staff meetings
any new information I receive on the stafus of projects the group is working oil, and the status

of

overall corporate projects to both keep the group informed and to identify how the departmcnt's
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work has impact

or.l an

overall corporate project. I will also offer one-on-one job coaching to

anyone who would like it in an effort to help individuals find their work more rewarding.
Salary rvas the only satisfaction driver that the literature review found inconclusive. The
question of salary is question number 20 in the employee survey. The surveys indicated an
average score of 3"4. Again, from a manager perspective this score should be higher. While the

literature is inconclusive as to whether salary is truly a satisfaction driver, I will be taking
deeper look at the salaries for my direct ."Oo.rr. I

will

a

be looking at tenure in the job, but aiso

where the salary grading fits in the overall corporate structure. It may be necessary to upgrade
the

job descriptions and grade levels forthe positions reporting to me if there is a gap in-1ob

descriptions relative to the actual job the staff is performing.

Overall, as the manager of the are% the surveys have indicated data that is consistent with
the literature reviews related to satisfaction and performance. The surveys indicate that I have
some work to do in an effort to increase the satisfaction scores which will ultimately improve the

productivity scores. I am disappointed that none of the survey respondents gave a score of

5

(strongly agree) for any of the satisfaction questions, or receirred a 5 (exceeds position
expectations) as productivity score. This study was small and reflected only one group, under
one supervisor in one company, yet it reflected that the survey participant's answers are
consistent with the literalure review in that satisfaction and productivity have a direct correlation.

Applying the Research: Long Term Goals
While several action items can be put in place relatively simply and imrnediately, the
needs and dynamics of my deparlment are ever changing. E,fforts

will

need to be in place long

tcrm to address the issues of employee satisfaction and productivity. Orre initiative that

Iwill
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implement as a part of year end performance reviews is to ask employees to come to their review
prepared to discuss the following questions:

1) What is the number

one thing that your manager can do to increase your overall

productivity?

2) What is the number one thing your manager can do to increase your overall satisfaction
with your work and the organrzation?
Answers to these two questions will be categorized and prioritized based on the number of like
replies. Prioritized replies

will

be analyzed at a staff meeting to put a remedy in place. Continued

follow up on selected items will be conducted
year, one employee at a time. New hires

will

as

I meet with the staff throughout following the

be asked these questions after six months on the job

to include fresh, new ideas. Taking these measures will assure that employee needs are addressed

timely and action taken in an efforl to increase productivity.
In addition to the meetings with staff throughout the year,I wiil ask the staff to take the
survey I created for this research on an annual basis. The same questions will be asked with the
exception of question 22 that
the analysis. In addition, I

will

will

be changed to be written in the positive to easily include

it in

add a question regarding how long the individual has been

working in the department. Similar to the process for this study, the survey will be administered
anonymously. The new survey results

will

expectation would be that improvements
since I

will

be compared to the onc from the previous year. The

will

be seen in the overall survey results, especially

be conducting meetings with staff periodically throughout the year.

In reviewing the retumed surveys, question number 8 asks whether the physical
conditions of the respondents work space allow thc respondcnt to clo their-;ob. The majority of
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the respondents answered 3. Since the literafure suggests that the work environment has the

ability to impact satisfaction I will be cornpleting
as access to printers,

a workspace assessment to

review things such

individual workspace assessments to assess ergonomic issues and desk set

up, glare screens for cornputer monitors, etc., and access to electronic systems to insure all staff
have the most efficient workspace that the company has to
resources to the employee the employee

will

offer, By bringing

will in tum be more productive just

the tools and

because the tools

be at their fingerlips or a short walk away. I would expect that these actions would move the

responses to the survey in a positive direction.

Related to the physical conditions of ttre workplace are the manual and paper workflows
and processes that my staff underlakes each day in performing all aspects of their position. [n an

effort to improve the manual processes, senior management has purchased a document storage
system that includes a workflow management system. This new system has yet to save us time,
as

all aspects are not yet implemented. A goal for next year will be to have this system

completely

,p

and running which

will improve workflows including hrrn-around times for staff.

It will need to be noted that increased productivity will not be solely due to new initiatives taken
relative to this project, but also from automating systems within the department.

By initiating these short and long term goals within my department, my staff will have
constant input and feedback to the workflows and processes within the unit. This will assist in
the constant prioritization of satisfaction and productivity initiatives. In addition, the fact that the

staff has input to these important matters should also increase satisfactions levelsperemployee.
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Conclusions
In this highly competitive world, ernployees are an organtzation's greatest assets. Whiie
the literature and psychological models may vary in exactly which attributes aclually drive

productivity, the literafure and my research indicate that there is truth to the hypothesis that
satisfied employees are more productive. Many of the satisfaction drivers found through the

literature and my researcir such as having a positive relationship with a supervisor does not cost
anything to deliver. As Digman's Five Factor model indicates, managers should be proactive in
avoiding negative work events that impact low performance and absenteeism. Similarly,

Maslow's self-acfualizing theory agrees that personal needs are important to be met before one
can be self-acfualized. The self-acfualized employee would include traits important to the

workplace such as taking responsibility and willingness to try new things. Herzberg also
developed a proven theory of motivators that increase employee productivity. He found things
such as recognition, and the actual work completed are important in overall employee

effectiveness include productivity.

In addition to models, numerous studies were reviewed that were conducted by reputable
companies in an effort to deterrnine the satisfaction drivers that increase productivity. Common
attributes among the various studies included good communication and rewarding work that
were found to be indicators to increase productivity. But while the literafr-rre may be compelling,

I conducted

a survey

of my own staff to determine whether satisfaction and productivity are

correlated. And if so, wlrat satisfaction drivers did my staff consider important. I found that
indecd satisfirctron and productivity scores had a positive relationship. In addition, consistent

with the literature, I fbund alter additionirl research looking at specific questions, that there were
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two conrmon satisfaction drivers that Iead the satisfaction continuum

-

good communication and

rewarding wor[<.
From the research I was able to identify both short terrn and long term actions for me to
irnplement within my department that utilize my new found larowledge. I will be rneeting with

staff more often to keep the lines of communication opeu, as this was identified as a key aspect

of in-rproving productiviry. I will also be conducting another questionnaire

as part

of their

perforrnance reviews to determine what specific things I can implement to increase individual

productivity and job satisfaction. Finally, I will be making some changes to rvorkspace layout
and logistics to optimize the workspace and make it more user friendly.

will

It is anticipated that this

also increase productivity.

Over the past few years it has become increasingly more important for organizations to
analyze their finances in an effort to stay competitive in a struggling economy. To that end,

company's'management across the nation struggles to do more with less, including fewer
employees. This fact makes it all the more important to hire and retain the best workforce
possible. Employees are an organization's competitive edge. It is important fbr employers' to
understand that whether or not an employee produce up to potential depends in large part on the

way that the worker feels about the organization, the job, the communication, the supervisor, etc.
Companies that seek to have an edge over their competitors should consider evaluating the
degree to which their employees are satisfied as an answer to increase their edge in the fi-rture.

Through a combination of surveys and personal discussions with employees, employers can
determine the most effective means to address employee satisfaction. ZigZieglar. motivational anil
rvorld rcnowncd speakcr, as quoted by Forbes (2012) sumrned it up best, "workcrs have three prirrc
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needs: Interesting work, recognition for doing a good 1ob, and
the comp any"

.

be

ing let in on things that are going on in
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Appendix

I -- Suley

tucstion be low

For-each

cilcle the numbcr- that best describes

r

ion on the issue usin

the ftillow'rn

ansu.cl k

l:Strongly disagrce 2-Disagrec 3-Neutral 4:Agree 5-Strongly r\grce

l.

I am given oppor-nrnities to irlprove my skills in my currcnt position

?

3

4

5

2

Iam given opportunities to colne up with betterways of doing things

)

J

4

5

3

I

2

J

4

5

4

I arn clcar on thc expectations of my position

)

3

4

l

5

I arn u,illinq to put in ovefiime when asked to get the job done.

2

3

4

)

6

My workload is

I

2

J

4

en jolz

thc r.r,ork

I do

rnanageable, and

I can easily meet department productivitv

standards.

l.

I know that thc work that i clo is important to the organization.

I

2

,)

4

8.

The physical conditions of rny workspace allow me to do my job

I

2

3

1

I

1

I

4

I my departnlent, steps arc taken to deal with poor performers

I

2

3

4

5

Ernployces are empowered in my department with respect to work process

I

?

-)

4

5

I

?

I
-1

4

1

2

3

4

-)

2

.l

4

5

?

-)

4

5

2

3

4

-)

)

-)

4

-)

-)

4

5

.1

_)

9. My performance appraisal is an accurate
10.
I

l.

12.

representation of my work

Pay increases and corporate bonuses are awarded based on irow
their jobs.

I3. I rccommend the organization

well employee.s do

to others as a good place to work

l4

My supcrvisor is tlerible at approving paid timc off.

15

My supervisor pror,'idcs constructive feedback to help myJob perfbrrnance

16. I ar.n trcatcd with

I

respect by the organization's leadership

11

I undcrstar-)d how nryjob fits,"vith the goals and priorities of tl-re organizarion

18

Conside ring

')

cvcrything, I arn cxtremely satisfied in organization in which I work

5

19. My

company prornotes opportunity for advancement.

I

2

-)

20. My

pay is lair ancl compctitive reiative to sirnilarpositions in othcrlicalthcare

I

)

.)

4

)

I

2

3

:f

5

.)

.1

lzattons
My ideas related to incrcerse productivity output are taken seriously my management

o
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22. I corrplain about my
23 My tearl mernbers

24

-)

job to coi.vorkers

I

are pleasant to work with

I like mv job

25. I rece ived a pn-rductivity score of _

I

)
2

_

,.,_on rry 2012 revicw

-f

\

.\

-1

5

)L

Aonendix I con t - Survev Grid
Survey #
Satisfaction

Productivity

4

5

6

7

c

9

10

3.26

3.74

3.43

3.39

3.43

3.96

2.39

7.61

N/A

3.00

4.30

3.50

3.20

3.00

2.85

7.75

2.50

N/A

1

2

a
J

3.48

3.52

3.85

4.10

*Question number 22 not included in calculations

**

Survey 1l not used due to missing productivity score

1.1

